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The future of payments is local
Boku is the payment network trusted by tech giants
[image: local payment methods around the world]




$9.6 Trillion
Value of mobile wallet transactions (non-card) per year by 2028

941 Billion
Volume of mobile wallet transactions per year by 2028

376 Billion
Volume of real time payment transactions per year by 2028

201%
Increase in value of digital goods purchases via mobile wallets from 2022-2028

6.5 Billion
Number of mobile devices with active mobile wallets by 2028

289%
Increase in real time payment transaction volume between 2022-2027




The world’s largest entertainment and eCommerce brands trust Boku
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Connecting global merchants to the best local payment network
[image: ]Each payment method reengineered for automatic, repeatable charges.

[image: payment checkout example][image: ]The world's best local payment network; connecting the most popular and high performing LPMs.

[image: ]Payment authorizations secured through the mobile phone to eliminate chargebacks.





7B+
Payment accounts reached

200+
Local payment methods

60+
Countries live

$9B+
Processed annually

475%
Growth in Monthly Active Users since 2018

55M+
Newly acquired users in the past 12 months




A solution built for large enterprises
1
Custom implementations
From reverse merchant integrations to bespoke product requirements, our engineering teams can adapt our platform to meet your unique implementation requirements.

[image: ]
2
Merchant led network coverage
We believe in building our payment network in partnership with our merchants, always prioritizing the payment methods that will solve your most important and urgent needs.
[image: ]
3
Individualized performance strategies
Greater reach. Higher conversion. Better retention. Faster Settlement. Lower Costs. Each customer success strategy is tailor made and executed to meet your specific business objectives.
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What our clients say
[image: ]“…the number of new subscribers signing up using an alternative payment method more than tripled as we added 16 new payment partners. The trend continues this year, with the number of signups with such payment methods having already doubled over the same period last year.”

[image: ]Shalini Khatwani
Netflix Director, Payments Asia Pacific







[image: ]“Payments are very different in each market, which means that we have to look at each one individually and figure out the right offering for our users. If we get it right, we know just how powerful that can be.”

[image: ]Sandra Alezetta
Spotify Vice President, Global Head of Commerce and Customer Service







[image: ]By partnering with operators and Boku, we are now extending that flexibility and ease-of-use by allowing subscribers to choose to seamlessly sign up and pay via their existing billing mobile, broadband or Pay TV bill

[image: ]Ben King
SVP Global Distribution and Business Development
































Get started with Boku today
Explore Boku Payments or create an account instantly and start accepting payments.
Contact Us
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By clicking “Accept All Cookies”, you agree to the storing of cookies on your device to enhance site navigation, analyze site usage, and assist in our marketing efforts. View our Privacy Notice for more information.
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Privacy Preference Center

When you visit websites, they may store or retrieve data in your browser. This storage is often necessary for the basic functionality of the website. The storage may be used for marketing, analytics, and personalization of the site, such as storing your preferences. Privacy is important to us, so you have the option of disabling certain types of storage that may not be necessary for the basic functioning of the website. Blocking categories may impact your experience on the website.

Reject all cookiesAllow all cookies
Manage Consent Preferences by Category

Essential
Always Active

These items are required to enable basic website functionality.

Marketing
Essential

These items are used to deliver advertising that is more relevant to you and your interests. They may also be used to limit the number of times you see an advertisement and measure the effectiveness of advertising campaigns. Advertising networks usually place them with the website operator’s permission.

Personalization
Essential

These items allow the website to remember choices you make (such as your user name, language, or the region you are in) and provide enhanced, more personal features. For example, a website may provide you with local weather reports or traffic news by storing data about your current location.

Analytics
Essential

These items help the website operator understand how its website performs, how visitors interact with the site, and whether there may be technical issues. This storage type usually doesn’t collect information that identifies a visitor.

Confirm my preferences and close



















